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We all want
to be loved.

Everywhere, everyday, everyone
fights to stay relevant.
And brands are no exception.
If 2020 has taught us anything, it’s
that change is the only constant. We
have to evolve or we stagnate and get
left behind, and let’s face it, nobody
wants to be yesterday’s news.
How we adapt to change is the
challenge that each of us face daily;
a challenge we embrace and relish.
At Brandon, we use design as our
weapon of choice to build consumer
brands that demand attention,
engage and inspire, to influence
change in the world and ultimately
to drive growth. Put simply, we help
brands win their fight for relevance.

But just what is relevance?
Why is it vital to growth and how
can your business empower your
brands to remain relevant in their
shoppers’ lives?
This paper looks to explore the role
of relevance in the world and how
you can use it to empower transformational commercial change.
Richard Taylor
Managing Partner
Brandon Consultants

Relevance
is a BIG word…

We measure it,
talk about it,
want to be it,
worry about why someone
has it more than us...

But it can be a
confused word.
One that is easily
slipped into a sentence
but not often explained.
Here we take a look at what
it is, and more importantly,

What
relevance
isn’t
01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

Appealing to
younger consumers

Having a ‘higher order’ purpose

Staying ‘on trend’

Being different to competitors

There is a misconception that being
relevant requires speaking to a
bigger cause. Again, this might be
right for brands who have a credible
link but they have to make sense to
your business and category.

A brand must stay true to itself.
And because trends are constantly
changing, chasing every new thing
will ultimately lead to running in
circles and losing sight of what it is
your brand is trying to be or do.

Relevance and differentiation are two
different things. You can be trying
to address similar needs to your
consumers (being relevant) but may
differentiate by bringing this to life in
a distinctive way.

Having a presence on the latest
social media channels

Setting your sights on ‘Millennials’
or ‘Gen Z’ will not necessarily
translate to relevance. This might
be right for some, but often targeting
an attitudinal profile over an age
demographic can prove much more
meaningful.

Throw as much money as you like
at social media, but if the brand is
not relevant to the target on that
particular platform it may as well be
wallpaper. Of course, talking about
stuff that matters to people (aka
content) will help, but the media
channel itself does not drive brand
relevance.

What relevance is...
At Brandon, we define it as:

A brand that has a clear
role in meeting (an identified)
group of peoples’ needs
today (and in the future).

So, the million
dollar question.

How do
you be
more
relevant..?

Get your
			
positioning
right
Because a considered brand
positioning provides the
solid foundations in the fight
for relevance.

Why?
It adds emotion and meaning
to a commodity product.

Adds emotion and
meaning to a
commodity product
Take female hygiene products.
A pretty functional commodity
product but Always and
Bodyform have both leveraged
their distinct positionings to
make their respective brands
more widely relevant.
Always honed in on the
insight that young girls lose
confidence as they hit puberty
due to societal views on gender
stereotypes, in its awardwinning ‘Like a Girl’ campaign.
But a step further, Bodyform
recognised that telling women
to be confident wasn’t enough.
They needed to break the

Positioning
is not just for
advertising

taboos in society which made
them feel less confident in
the first place, which led to its
‘Blood Normal’ campaign.
What both these examples
show us is that a strong
positioning centred around
a big cultural issue is a
powerful strategy to ensure
your brand wins on relevance.
Breaking female stereotypes
or challenging societal taboos
are not short-term trends
they have jumped on, they are
bigger conversations that have
given both brands their edge.

There are four Ps in marketing
but as Mark Ritson wisely said
‘Communification’ describes
the fact that many marketers
only focus their efforts on one
small, relatively unimportant
sub-set of marketing tactics –
communications.
The best brands look
across all of the relevant Ps to
be consistent and coherent
across touchpoints, for
example – place (where am I
sold but also what are the right
channels for communication),
product (and range), price
(at the discretion often of
someone else, but are we
good, better or best…) and one
we like to add, of course, pack –
the most common touchpoint
that consumers will encounter.

Why?
It's a framework for consistency,
helping you to be more salient and iconic.

It is a framework for consistency,
helping you to be more salient
and iconic
It can sound counterintuitive
to say that sticking to what you
have always done helps drive
relevance. But actually, being
consistent in your positioning
keeps you relevant over time
and helps people to instantly
recognise, understand and
identify with your brand.
That is not to say that it
can’t evolve to stay relevant,
but it is more about fine tuning
rather than starting again.
One of our favourite
brands at Brandon has to be
Marmite. The famous slogan
‘you either love it or hate it’ was
conceived in the 90s but is still
just as strong and as powerful

today, with executions of the
campaign playing into popular
culture and the mood of the
nation.
And beyond the slogan (as
positioning is more than just a
slogan), the pack format and
design codes could easily have
been pulled apart by many a
new brand manager, yet it
remains iconic and unique to
Marmite. It consistently uses
its distinctive assets to retain
brand relevance with each new
generation of ‘lover’.
Bonus points for Marmite for
using a genuine product truth,
(or weakness), to underpin
distinct positioning further.

A brand will
only stretch
so far and
remain
credible

When it comes to repositioning,
it has to feel credible for the
origins of the brand, which can
be tricky if it is trying to reposition
or refresh its positioning and shift
perceptions to be more relevant.
The more easily that people
can make a clear connection to
the product itself and their
memory structure, the greater
the potential and ownability
of a positioning.

Why?
It works as a North Star, guiding key
stakeholders and decision makers.

It works as a North Star,
guiding key stakeholders
and decision makers
The role of positioning is to, in short, provide a simple,
easy to understand view of the brand, both for people
who are in the market to buy us, but also for our internal
stakeholders.
This can often be an important but forgotten role as
we still often need a large amount of people to ‘get’ the
brand including sales teams who talk to retailers, the
board of directors who sign off budgets and innovation/
R&D teams.
So when people come to you with an opportunity or
an idea (we should have a TikTok dance, let’s put this
new innovation under our brand, we want to cut costs
by taking out more fruit, we have a great opportunity
with Poundland, can we support this charity?), you can
confidently use your brand positioning and guidelines
to support or challenge back on this, and justify with a
clear rationale.

It needs to
be more than
a beautiful
brand
onion/key

Your positioning isn’t a true positioning
if it’s only written on an internal onion
or key, then filed away in an annual
brand plan.
It is a case of perception vs. reality –
a good positioning lives and breathes
across multiple touchpoints; it needs
to be more than words on the paper
and it must translate to how people
actually see the brand.
We often see amazing positionings
on paper but no evidence of that
being matched with how the brand is
seen by the target consumer.

				

Design

Leverage

Because design is one of the
most powerful assets your
brand can utilise in the fight
for relevance.

Why?

Because impact
is everything.

Being seen and standing out in a sea
of sameness, improving mental and
physical availability.
Being memorable through amplifying
and creating brand distinctive assets.
Being explicit, or even better implicit!
about what we are functionally and
why anyone should care emotionally.

Relevance related
briefs come in more
than one guise.
The five most common being...

01. 02. 03. 04. 05.
The category has
fallen out of favour
due to innovation or
new news in other
categories.

The market has
moved on around
us so we look
boring, staid and
old-fashioned.

We need to show
our relevance
and defend our
higher price next
to similar own
label competitors.

How do we
convince new
people to see
the brand
differently while
retaining our
existing users?

Help! We’re
misunderstood
by consumers.
We need to
better tell our
product story
through design.

Adapt or die

Winning the fight against
a category that had fallen
out of favour
Birdseye
The frozen food category was in a small but
steady decline, with consumers turning their
backs on the category in favour of fresh
alternatives. This, compounded by BirdsEye’s
switch to a masterbrand approach meant that
consumers could no longer find their favourite
products. Our role was to deliver a visual brand
identity system and design approach that would
rightfully place BirdsEye as category leader,
while also celebrating the individual product
propositions.
Parents fondly remember Captain BirdsEye from
their childhoods and associate the brand with
real food values at a time when families weren’t
distracted by digital devices. So, we brought the
Captain back to the table along with a design
that heroes the products and evokes happy
times as a family, either round the table together
or at the seaside.

Tip
Find the right balance between masterbrand
and individual product propositions so that they
can both play a strong complimentary, and not
distracting, role.

Winning the fight against
a changing market
Webbox
Webbox Naturals’ range of vet approved food
and treats are made with 100% real natural
ingredients, but its packaging didn’t reflect this
best in class status.
Semiotics showed us the market was moving
from residual codes of brown, beige countryside
to emergent codes from the ‘human’ world where
vibrancy and brightness dominate.
Our new design says natural loudly and proudly,
with a distinctive iconic asset and vibrant colour
palette that shouts to be bought on shelf.

Tip
Use semiotics to help understand what the
design codes are within your category (and
outside of your category) and how they are
evolving, so you are prepared to be relevant
in the future.

Winning the fight against
own-label
Napolina
Napolina is a household name but it was
being squeezed by own label. Our role was to
elevate the brand and show why it was worth
paying more for against a new brand platform
of ‘for the love of Italian food’.
Inspired by a cultural truth connected to
Italians and their ability to effortlessly put
together a handful of the finest ingredients
with love and flare, our final creative direction
reflected this with a clean elegant design that
looks effortlessly premium.
Against its distinctive black backdrop, proud
and confident photography heroes the quality
of the ingredients.

Tip
Treat your distinctive brand assets like
precious gems – understand them, then
nurture and amplify them further. Don’t let
anyone take them away!

Winning the fight
to broaden appeal
Mugshot
Symington’s asked us to reposition Mug
Shot from a ‘better for you’ low calorie snack
bought by the Slimming World community, to
a deliciously satisfying mugful for every day
snackers.
We knew Mug Shot had to quickly
communicate enjoyment and the emotional
satisfaction of comfort and warmth through
design, so we created a bold aroma device to
capture that moment.
We also retained core health claims on pack,
which was important to reassure existing
buyers that the product was not changing,
but made them more recessive to allow new
tastier photography to shine.

Tip
In the pursuit of the new (consumers to
target, trends to follow), don’t forget about
your brand buyers and what is important
to them.

Winning the fight against
product misconceptions
Crisp N' Dry
Crisp ‘n Dry is the UK’s number one cooking
oil brand but research showed it had a
strong association with deep fat frying and
subsequently was seen as low quality.
However, the product is actually 100%
rapeseed oil so it had a really strong product
truth to shout about.
Our new visual brand identity, with the
addition of a tractor ploughing the rapeseed
fields and flowers circling the name, brought
the 100% rapeseed, and more natural,
message up front and centre. As the brands
#1 distinctive asset, we retained the colour
red but introduced pops of white and yellow,
and more iconic product photography to really
hero the amazing food it helps to create.

Tip
Find your core product or brand truth, then
really focus on bringing it to the fore. Less is
more when it comes to claims.

Standing out in a sea
of sameness is critical.
Disruption is a great
word for this.

But meaningful
disruption works
better than
disruption for
disruption’s sake.

Cultivate
																						innovation
Because consumer (and category) needs evolve over time.

As with the proverbial
chicken and egg, consumer
needs evolve over time.
As do category needs.
This is not always obvious
year-on-year but becomes
more apparent over the
medium to long-term, and
brands have to stay ahead
of the curve, or at least run
to keep up…

Top tips for
relevant
innovation

Stay credible
to your brand
essence or
product truth
There are many foreboding tales of innovation
gone wrong. Who can forget the legend (or
myth?) of Colgate Lasagne.
But this needn’t be a concern so long as you
identify or recognise what you do best, and what
consumers like about you and innovate within
those parameters.

Colgate Lasagna made
it into The Museum
of Failure.

Keep it simple
by tackling
key barriers
Innovation shouldn’t be about reinventing
the wheel. Or inventing new products for
newness’ sake.
Useful innovation which tackles barriers to
purchase as simple as convenience, dietary
requirements, or ingredient perceptions
shouldn’t be snuffed!

Quaker Oats tackled
several category and
brand barriers to stay
relevant - convenience,
on-the-go, flavour
limitations, etc.

Drive added
value by
changing
the rules
of the game
On the other end of the spectrum there is
offering something people didn’t even know they
needed. Taking inspiration from beyond your
category can spark ideas and get you thinking in
a whole new way.

Borrowing from candles,
perfumeries, etc., Lenor’s
in-wash scent boosters and
Parfum range reinvented the
category by tapping into the
emotion of mood and our
desire for beautiful smells.

Create a buzz
Sometimes the primary aim of innovation is to
create some news which gets people talking
about the brand again.
This helps with relevance by increasing
salience with shoppers and retailers.
Particularly in impulse categories.

Walkers is an innovation machine,
delivering constant news (which is
always well supported by a big weight
media budget and in-store execution)
and driving retailer engagement.

But don’t
get too
distracted
by the shiny
and new!
The focus should always be on getting the basics
right. And sometimes the greatest innovation
can come from renovating your core hero
product/s. Especially if it’s based on genuine
consumer insight - think squeezy Marmite!
From the verge of bankruptcy in
2003, Lego went back to basics,
focusing on classic lines and
introducing ranges for girls and
older kids/adults.

So the answer to that
million dollar question?
There is no silver bullet
to becoming more relevant.
Apologies, but we do work
in marketing, so the answer
is very rarely black and white…
It depends on the brand,
the consumer and the
ever-evolving competitive
and cultural context.
But what we believe is that:

• Brand relevance starts with
a compelling and meaningful
positioning in market that
is credible for the brand,
and is clear and understood
by everyone – internal
stakeholders as well
as our customers.
• Brand relevance needs
to live beyond a piece
of paper. It is brought to life
by creating and refreshing
a distinctive and iconic visual
and tonal brand identity.
Then, it can be applied
consistently across
different touchpoints.

‘Design is not just
for packaging’
• Brand relevance can also
be increased by innovation
that really addresses evolving
needs, behavioural insights or
category barriers.

Give us
a bell

If we captured your attention to the end,
we just may well have stayed relevant in
your world.
We’d love to work with you to deliver
transformation for you, your brand and
your business.
If you’d like an extra pair of eyes or ears,
or someone just to have your back in YOUR
brand’s fight for relevance, then let’s talk.
Best regards
Richard
+44 (0)7557 386801
richard.taylor@brandon-consultants.com
www.brandon-consultants.com

